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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works to alleviate suffering 

for all and  referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the Iraqi government We are also an auxiliary body 

to government when responding to humanitarian needs including the Mosul liberation operation  beside our heading and 

membership of different committees inside Iraq that involved in the Humanitarian response .However, we maintain our 

independence from authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan organization. our interventions alleviate 

the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since 1932 

  

 
 

For further information, contact: - International Relations Department    Mobile: + (964)7704621141  E-mail: relations.dept@ircs.org.iq   web site:  www.ircs.org.iq   

AL-Anbar Camps 

21st -22nd October 2017 

 

West Anbar families (Rawah and Al-Qaim continue to displace); 91 families displaced from west Anbar in 

past 48 hours and they been evacuated shortly to Khalydia camps  

Amrya Al-Fallujah and Habbanyia camps had total 1,870 families  

 

The past two-day's activities as listed below: 

The IRCS Anbar Branch 

Al-Khalydia camp 7  

91 relief pack distributed to new arrivals .each pack contain (food basket , 35 Kg rice , hygiene set , kitchen 

set ,stove, thermos ,kettle , tarpaulin , 2 towels ,2 Jerri cans and 6 blankets )with the ICRC  

The IRCS Salahaddin, Baghdad, Kirkuk and Mosul Branches   

The Camps 

1. Producing and distribution of 180,000 fresh bread distributed to 18,000 families at camps and deserted 

building in Tikrit  

2. 218 medical cases were treated in Madraj medical center and 52  minor surgery management with 

Danish RC  

3. The IRCS team delivered at Shahama camp  camps lectures in health promotion and personal hygiene 

to11 children , 41 women and 6 men 

Inside Mosul  

 IRCS Primary health care team examined and treated 418cases with the Danish RC  

 520 Medical cases treated by Mobile medical unit team with Danish RC  

The IRCS Erbil Branch  

Inside Cities 

1. Inside Mosul Trucking of 840 m3 of potable water to tanks inside different districts with the French RC 

2. Producing and distributing 240 m3 in Hamam Al-Alil M5 unit  

The IRCS Duhook Branch  

The IRCS team delivered in schools for IDP in Duhook Lectures Health promotion and healthy 

environment to 32 children  
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